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Abstract- The system described in this paper is an expert system implemented on a PC. The aim was to
develop efficient software, running on hardware available in the developing countries, with a high level of
expertise in the field of village water-supply programs. The hardware constraints led us to develop a
specialized and sophisticated software architecture in order to reach a high-performance level that included
many of the useful features generally available for the user on mainframes with larger tools or with
expert-system shells. The underlying mechanisms of IIYDROLAB do not rely on fully generic schemes,
but rather on well-suited solutions to application-dependent problems.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last 20 yr, African countries have been
improving the water supplies for their rural popu-
lations. The search for water has become crucial, and
in 1988 more than 80% of the rural population in the
developing countries are yet without drinkable water.
In the past 20 yr hydrogcologists have carried out
numerous studies which have led to the definition of
well-location techniques for village water-supply pro-
grams.

The primary importance of a drinkable water sup-
ply, the existence of a large amount of statistical data
that could be applied to the location criteria, the
repetitive nature of the steps to be carried out for a
hydrogeological search and the African technicians'
training needs, all led us to develop an expert system.
HYDROLAB embodies the major techniques used by
experts in the field and draws on a considerable wealth
of practical knowledge gained from numerous drilling
campaigns that were carried out in Africa, particular-
ly in North Cameroon. HYDROLAB is the result of
a close partnership between P. Poyct who developed
and implemented the program architecture and M.
Detay who brought hydrogeological expertise to the
project.

We believe that the system should run on micro-
computers, in order to be available and useful widely
to geologists who are faced with the real problems of
developing countries. For this reason, HYDROLAB
was written in Turbo-PrologIM, a high-level language
that includes some of the main characteristics of
prolog as defined by Colmerauer (1977, 1983) and
Clocksin and Mellish (1984), but that also allows an
efficient complication on microcomputers. Some of

the original Prolog interpretative mechanisms have
been suppressed in this dialect because they were
resource consuming. The global performance and the
compactness of the generaled code however are im-
pressive. For more details on Prolog efficiency refer to
Warren (1977) and Borland (1986).

The ability of Turbo-Prolog1M to permit a modu-
lar approach to large-system design, enabled us to
write IIYDROLAB in fourteen modules, represent-
ing a global package of about 5000 lines of Prolog
source code. An executive is generated by the linker,
and may be distributed as a standalone on a floppy
disk, whereas the complete system, with the related
databases is distributed on two floppy disks.

As far as the user is concerned, the system acts at
the dialog level as a diagnostic-like expert system,
asking questions, analyzing user answers, and build-
ing plans in order to schedule the appropriate set of
actions and to explore constrained parts of a large
search tree. Interaction with the system is achieved
through a natural language module. We developed a
wide set of self-explanation functionalities in order to
use this system in computer-aided learning, mainly for
African technicians, in the water-supply domain.

A control panel is associated with the inference
engine, in order to display the internal activity of the
system at a high symbolic level. The user is informed
in this way of the current goal and subgoal pursued by
the system and of the branching factor of the search
tree. The panel also shows the current position and
the depth in this tree, the current rule fired from the
conflict set and the number of solutions encountered
so far during the run.

The aim of the system is to build a model of the
user's problem and to try to match it initially, using a
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fuzzy logic, with a set of typical known well patterns
that have emerged from well-drilling campaigns in
Africa and are stored by HYDROLAB in a database-
like structure. When this reasoning step fails, the
system builds a new plan and schedules it in order,
first, to get more data related to information that is
lacking, which could help to reach a solution. It then
tries to rematch the currently described situation with
real solutions and finally with generic ones.

For all situations, the system is able to make a
diagnosis about the user's situation, to give advice in
order to increase the user's average success, and to
evaluate the hydrodynamic characteristics of the fu-
ture well, according to the experience based on the
statistical processing of 1080 boreholes in Africa
(Detay, 1987; Bcrnardi and Detay, 1988).

THE GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF HYDROLAB
AINU THE DOUBLE PASS MODEL OF CONTROL

The control structure of HYDROLAB is derived
from previous research on expert-system shells that
arc suited for the development of large tools written in
Le-Lisp* (Haren and others, 1985a, 1985b; Poyet and
coworkers, 1986-1988; SMECI, 1988).

The main parts of HYDROLAB are a planner that
collects tasks and a scheduler that activates them.
Each task stores partial results in the Prolog main
memory database independently of the work ac-
complished by other modules, in a blackboard-like
manner (Hayes-Roth, 1984; Nii, 1986a, 1986b). The
scheduler starts its work on an initial plan which is
built according to a set of responses given by the user
to some discriminant questions that arc asked in the
initialization phase.

Replies given to questions relative to the geo-
graphical well location (X, Y, Z), lead HYDROLAB
to make some assumptions on the geological context
according to structural data stored in a country-
specific database, and to initialize a plan well suited to
the relevant context.

This set of initial actions corresponding to the
supposed geological context then is scheduled, and
each task in the list is activated by a recursive
scheduler. During the scheduling, the user may back-

track on each of these tasks, as they are stored in a
stack, in order to modify some of the previously given
parameters. Tasks are viewed by the scheduler as a list
of actions to be accomplished, or as a set of predicates
to be scheduled in a particular order. This list of tasks
is constructed dynamically and may be modified in a
reflexive way by the system as reasoning goes on.

The simplest possible code for such a scheduler
could be (Fig. 1):

scheduler([]):-!.
scheduler([Task | Other^tasks]) :-

task (Task),
scheduler(Other_tasks), ! .

Figure 1. Simplest sort of scheduler.

Another simplified version of such a task
scheduler, enabling each task to modify the list of
tasks can be written as (Fig. 2):

The questions asked by the system represent the
visible part of the activated tasks. They tend to be
focused on a subpart of the overall problem as they
correspond to subgoals previously identified and
pushed into the list of tasks by the planner.

Each task scheduled is processed by a generic and
compact code: the task predicate which is built up of
three clauses described in the following way (Fig. 3):

When the initial plan is accomplished, the system
activates the inference module and tries matching the
user data kept in the blackboard with the known
solutions stored in a Prolog disk database (these are
termed analogical references), and loaded in main
memory by a "consult" system call. This is done using
fuzzy logic (Arrivet, 1987). If this step fails for all the
available boreholes databases, the system switches
back to the control module and tries to evaluate more
accurately the user situation in terms of water supply
and water-bin, in order to identify lacking or com-
plementary data that could help to reach a known
analogical solution or even, later on, a generic one.

The associated tasks are identified and again push-
ed by the planner into the list of tasks, and the control
is passed for the second time to the scheduler. A
possible way to write such a task collector is in a
simplified way (Fig. 4):

scheduler : -
t a s k s _ o n _ b l a c k b o a r d ( [ ] ) , ! . ; nothing to schedule, then slash.

scheduler : -
tasks_on_blackboard([First_current_task,_]),

; a global fact
t a sk ( F i r s t _ c u r r e n t _ t a s k ) , ; but each task can modify the task list
pop_the__f irst_task, ; pop if done
adjust_task__structure_if_necessary,

; what should be done next ?
scheduler. ; each task leaves pending choices and the

, ; recursive call pushes them into the PROLOG
; stack.

Comments appear as in LISP: ; This is a comment.

Figure 2. Simplified code for dynamic scheduler.
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t a s k(Ta s k_f i 1 1 e r ) : - ; descending clause of the search tree,
get J>anel(Task_filter,Goal,Context, Rule,Probability) ,

; obtains some variables according to the task filter,
get_message(Task_filter,Message),

; obtains the message associated with tfi£ task filter,
update_control_panel(Goal,Context,Rule,Probability) ,

¡updates the control panel of the interface module,
optional_message_pririting (Task_f liter) ,

; special messages if needed,
change_activity(activate,toggle) ,

; the backtrack is now activated
nl_processing(Message,Response, Task_filter)

; obtains and analyses user reply. If a backtrack is
; required, asserts the destination then cuts and fails.

change_activity(inactivate,toggle) ,
; no backtrack available from this point,

task_entry(Task_filter. Response) .
; effective entry for the task.

task (Task_f ilter) : - ; first possible clause for backtrack,
backtrack (Symbol) , ; a backtrack control fact was asserted in the

; blackboard and a destination has to be reached,
symbol <> Task_f i l ter , ; the destination not yet Iws been reached,
clear (Task_f ilter) , ; undo previous actions,
! , ; no pending choices should be left,
fail. ¡fails, in order to pop the tasks stack.

: , t a sk (Task_f i l t e r ) : - ; second possible clause for backtrack which can be
; used either when: symbol - TaskJilter (destination
; reached) or in a step-by-step backtrack.

not(generate_backtrack(Task_filter)),
; the current task did not generate the backtrack,

! , ; no pending choices should be left,
clear (Task_f ilter) , ; undo previous actions,
ret ract_backt rack, ; retract the control fact used to explore the tasks

; stack,
task (Task__f ilter) . ; recursive entry.

Figure 3. Simplified code for three clauses of generic task predicate. .

At the end of this cycle, the blackboard is supposed using a forward-chaining strategy or to prove some
to be complete and the control is transferred defi- goals according to a backward inference model,
nitively to the inference module, which always is able Generally both strategics are used simultaneously
to conclude, even if the only solution located is a (Clayton, 1985; Poyet and Dc I ..a Cruz, 1987; Poyet,
generic one. This will be explained later. Haren, and De La Cruz, 1987). In powerful control

We termed this type of model the double pass model structures, when the reasoning is stopped in some
of control. Usually, knowledge-based systems use a context, the system is able to react and selects a task
corpus of knowledge to try to deduce some new facts (viewed as a set of rules) from among a set of actions

task_col lec tor( [Datum_tes ted I Q], [Datum_tested | Tai l ] ) ; -
is_datum_to_be_pushed_in_task_list(Datum_tested),

• • • . ! , " . '

task_COllector (Q,Tail) . • .. • :
task_collector(Task_list,[_ I Tail]) :- •

task_collector(Task_list,Tail).
task_collector([],[]). '

; The task ̂ collector predicate is called with an adapted filter in order to
; recognize the plausible list of tasks to be tested for scheduling by;

evaluate_possible_lacking_data(L_water_supply_tasks,
Some_filter) :-
get_candidates_according_to_filter(Some_filter,
Candidates),
task_collector( L_water_supply_tasks,Candidates).

; The appropriate list oftask is then activated. According to the first simplified
; scheduler this could be written as:

schedule(L_water_supply_tasks).

Figure 4. Simplified code for task collector.
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HYDROLAB

System's startup

Determino: tha context

auociatad with the location

Figure 5. Simplified HYDROLAB system flowchart.

considered to be useful in such a situation (Poyet,
1987). If no task selection can be done and no other
rule can be fired in the current context, the reasoning
process stops and aborts.

According to the model of control presented here,
once the first pass has been accomplished in response
to the first dynamic planning phase and if the
problem-solving process fails, the system is able to
reason about what it should know or acquire from the
present set of data stored in the blackboard in order
to reach a solution. The system knows how to react,
according to the current and incomplete description
of the problem, so as to identify new goals and to
generate a new plan dynamically. HYDROLAB in-
cludes a reflexive and explicit description of its sol-
ution space which is used by a specialized knowledge
source. This knowledge source is dedicated to identi-
fying crucial but lacking data in the current black-
board to construct new plans that are suited to recog-
nizing existing solutions or generating original ones.

Briefly, we can say that the first pass tries to collect
some appropriate data according to a supposed
geological context and to recognize an analogical
solution. When this step fails, the system uses a re-
flexive description of its solution space in order to
identify the culprit-lacking data which could be useful
during the matching process or necessary for building
up generic solutions that rely on criteria of a high
symbolic level. Then the second pass is scheduled for
catching the culprits and for reaching a solution. In
the worst situations, this double-pass model of con-
trol leads to generic solutions.

Figure 5 illustrates of the double-pass model of
control. Once the context has been determined by the
system, rejecting problems located outside North
Cameroon, a plan is generated by the dynamic plan-
ner and then scheduled. Each task becomes the cur-
rent system task, and in the situation of the normal
control cycle, generates facts and data which are as-
serted in the Prolog main memory database (here
termed the pscudoblackboard) according to the re-
sults of the natural language analysis. When a back-
track is requested during the control cycle and detec-
ted thanks to the natural language module, its
processing is done according to Figure 3 and is re-
presented by the dotted lines in Figure 5. The visual-
ization module controls the display of the system's
internal activity. When the last task is reached, the
matching is done between the blackboard data and
the analogical references. If this step fails, a new plan
is generated thanks to the system's reactivity and
transmitted again to the scheduler. This second con-
trol phase leads to the two concurrent models of
solutions described in the relevant section.

The graphic representation of the general architec-
ture of the system illustrates the major components
involved and the logical links that exist between them
(Fig. 5). We previously described the top modules of
the diagram which are responsible for the apparent
behavior of the software, including the planner, the
scheduler and the associated control strategy; we will
focus now on the deductive capabilities of HY-
DROLAB which rely on knowledge representation,
inference policies, pattern matching and the two con-
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curent models of solutions. We finally will look in
some detail at the user interface.

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

An interesting feature of HYDROLAB is its abil-
ity to reason on a set of static databases which can be
updated through a simple text editor. No modifi-
cation needs lo be done within the expert system code
in order to take into account the new information
stored in the databases. The databases that relate to
the characteristics of the wells, store the modelization
of objects and of relations existing between them,
through the declaration of Prolog structures that arc
recorded as facts and loaded by a "consult" system
call. The structure of Prolog objects is declared in the
executive, and cannot be changed at the user level;
only the amount of data manipulated by the system
may be updated. The inference mechanisms are able
to handle in a generic way an arbitrary number of well
or drilling descriptions. The aim is to match as a first
approach and using a fu/./.y logic, the user data with
at least one of the known well patterns stored in the
databases. If this step fails, as was noticed during the
control description, the system activates a new plan,
and is able to draw inferences for generic solutions.

A large part of the knowledge embedded in the
system relies on a static description of the geological
and hydrodynamic characteristics of a large number
of wells and boreholes that we carried out in Africa.
This knowledge describes, for each database record,
the observed characteristics of the drillhole, and the
success encountered. One of the main objectives of the
HYDROLAB architecture conception process was to
mix, in an efficient manner, an object oriented re-
presentation of the declarative knowledge stored in
various Prolog databases, with a powerful control
structure based on task scheduling. The reader can
refer to Albert (1985), for an introduction to the
Prolog implementation of objects.

INFERENTIAL KNOWLEDGE

The inferential knowledge of HYDROLAB relies
on the usual Prolog features. We did not develop a
specific-rule language which could be expanded and
interpreted at run-time as in (SMKCI, 1988) or com-
piled as for a RETE match (Forgy, 1982) or for an
inference net (Konolidgc, 1979). If the user needs to
modify the content of the inferential strategies, the
rule modules have to be recompiled by the Turbo-
Prolog™ compiler. Taking hardware constrains into
account, the flexibility induced by a rule language
would not have justified the code overhead inherent in
the rule compiler. The loss of flexibility is obvious but
from a semantic point of view, the Prolog rules of
HYDROLAB can express, using specialized predi-
cates, the same type of expressions as other sophis-
ticated first-order rule languages; it should be remem-

rule__predicate_name (some_f ilter) : -
condition^(attribute^,...,fuzzy-range^),
condition (attribute j , . . , , fuzzy-range j ) ,

conditionn (attribute^, ...,fuzzy-range^),
associated_action.

Figure 6. Pseudocode for generic rule predicate.

bered that HYDROLAB is able to run on machines of
512 kbyte of main memory. A HYDROLAB rule
where rule_prcdicate_name is the name of a clause
that represents a rule is similar to a set of Prolog rules
and uses specialized predicates to verify the precon-
ditions of the premises (Hg. 6). The predicates con-
dition, (attribute;, ..., fuzzy-range,), ..., condition,,
(attribute^,..., fuzzy-ranget ) are the names of special-
ized predicates which verify the precondition ; for the
attribute, according lo the fuzzy range "fuzzy-range,"
which is the deviation for the attribute, to be used
during the matching process; associated action is the
conclusion, the effects of which are to produce either
control or deductive reasoning actions. From an in-
ferential viewpoint, the main associated action of a
rule is to update the dynamic Prolog database used by
HYDROLAB as a blackboard. The valid actions are
to assert or retract dynamically Prolog structures or
to modify existing ones.

FUZZY LOGIC FOR AN EFFICIENT MATCHING

When the first phase of the task scheduling process
ends, facts relevant to the user situation are all asser-
ted and stored in the blackboard. As was noticed in
the control section, the system may ask for com-
plementary data later on, if the primary inference step
fails. The next phase therefore is to pass the control
for the first time lo the inference module. For each
solution known in the many available databases, the
system tries to match the user data for each parameter
with the currently considered solution. The matching
is done for each parameter with specialized predicates
that give a measure, according to a slot-dependent
metric, of the distance between the user-given value
and the recorded value for the supposed solution.
When this processing is done for each attribute, the
system is able to deduce a matching level which is a
measure of the similarity between the plausible sol-
ution and the user data; the system also is able to
compute a consistency measure which is significant of
the number of channels used during the matching
process to compute the previous similarity.

Expression (1) can be used to match the user data
with a model and computes a global percentage of
similarity:

distancc(user data, model) — min

• oo., j 100|slot'- - ú a t A ••"(„
,= i «.slot,, /

where slot,, is the fth slot of the object 1 (a compound
object which contains the user ..data), slot2, is the <th
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Figure 7. Example of analogical solutions tree, displayed during matching phase.

slot of the object 2 (the compound object taken as a
model), and n is the number of slots used during the
matching. In fact a similar calculation is processed
slot by slot according to the appropriate metrics,
before a sum can be done.

Predicates used to compute related distances, attri-
butc-by-aUributc, arc context-dependent and have to
be called with fuzzy ranges to take into account the
diversity of the encountered metrics for the different
attributes. A variant of this method was implemented
first in a Naval expert simulator (Poyet and De La
Cruz, 19X7; Poyel, Haren, and De La Cruz, 1987),
and is described fully in Arrivet (1987). We implemen-
ted an efficient subset of the complete method for
HYDROLAB.

When the system is able to recognize at least a
solution during this phase, the inference process is
stopped, because an analogical solution correspond-
ing to a real reference has been determined, and the
control is transferred to the solutions' printing mod-
ule. If not, the planner arranges a new plan which is
activated by the scheduler as described in the control
section. At the end of this second control cycle, the
system rematches the blackboard's data with the re-
ferences as a second attempt to identify some analogi-
cal solution; the system then elaborates a generic
solution.

During the matching process, solution trees arc
displayed by the system (Fig. 7); the highlighted
reverse-video items representing the current situation
and the control panel window enabling the user to
follow the reasoning. The trees are built up using the
standard semigraphic IBM characters and do not
require any enhanced graphic capabilities from the
hardware. Scrolling functions are provided to visual-
ize the large trees encountered in operational appli-
cations.

DIFFERENT MODES OF REASONING LEAD TO
MANY TYPES OF SOLUTION

As was explained briefly, when the system is able to
recognize a solution during the first inference cycle,
we say that a real or analogical solution has been
determined as the user data has been matched success-
fully with a known pattern stored in an object data-
base. In this situation, we suppose that no other in-
ference processing is necessary and the system stops
reasoning. If not, we make an accurate analysis of the
user's problem in order to schedule a new plan, which
has to be suited perfectly to the peculiarities of the
user situation. When all the complementary tasks
have been scheduled, the blackboard is supposed to
be as complete as possible, and the second phase of
the inference process may start. The system looks first
for analogical solutions then for generic ones. In all
situations the system is able to elaborate a generic
solution. A generic solution is a model conceived by
HYDROLAB which does not rely on information
obtained from a database. The model is based on
abstract concepts such as the water-resource supplies
and the characteristics of the water-bin, concepts of a
high semantic level which have been elaborated from
the primary user data. According to these concepts,
the system always is able to draw an opinion from the
current user situation, and to give related advice.
Different types of aids in decision making are
provided by the system, concerning the recommended
location for the future drillhole, the estimated risk
when drilling evaluated as a percentage of the chances
of obtaining a positive drilling, as well as the forese-
eable yield and specific yield which are predictable
statistically in the given environment according to the
developed models (Detay, 1987; Bcrnardi and Detay,
1988).
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A REASONED PRINTING OF THE RESULTS

When a solution has been recognized, and the
inference process stops, the system takes charge of the
printing of the results. The analogical solutions recog-
nized are supposed to match the user data, with a high
degree of confidence, but according to the fuzzy logic
used, a few attributes may be remote from the data-
base model. For the latter, and according to an adapt-
able confidence threshold, no printing is carried out
that could confuse the user. The best way to do this,
is to use the same specialized predicates as those
described in the fuzzy matching section, in order to
verify the plausibility of each attribute on which the
diagnosis is based before printing. This reasoning
activity, considered by the system as normal tasks, is
displayed by the control panel module, through the
interface module side effect. This strategy leads to an
intelligent printing, which visualizes only the reliable
attributes, according to the same fuzzy logic used for
their initial evaluation.

INTERFACE OVERVIEW
THE NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

MODULE

A specialized module manages the user interac-
tions, and traps all the answers given by the user to the
questions asked by the tasks. Each task activated by
the scheduler, communicates with the user through
the available entry points in this module; this guaran-
tees the homogeneity of the interaction between the
system and user.

This module is nested within the natural language
module which is in charge of the lexical and syntaxical
analysis of the input sentences. When a concept or a
desired action is recognized in the input stream, the
associated functions are activated as in a compiler
code generation phase. Any of the following actions
may be valid at any time: backtracking to the previous
task, backtracking to a user-determined destination in
the tasks stack, an action that is termed goal-directed
backtracking (Poyet, 1987); explaining the reason be-
hind the current goal or why something is being done
currently, obtaining symbolic or numerical data with
magnitude order checking; asserting or retracting
facts in the blackboard; or switching to an on-line
editor that displays all the documentation stored in a
disk database to help the user.

All the user requests arc expressed in a natural
language form, and are interpreted by the system as
one of the interactions described previously. For ex-
ample, we can give the following sentences, and their
associated meanings to the system:

The user sentence: < There are cretaceous limestones
near the village}

is interpreted by the system as: a new fact has to be
asserted by the system into the blackboard. The new
fact is a Prolog structure dynamically constructed by
the system and recorded in the main memory Prolog
database.

The user sentence: (I'd like to come back on the
rainfall measures}

is interpreted by the system as: a goal directed action
has to be accomplished by the control structure, in
order to pop control blocks from the stack and to
backtrack to a task previously achieved.

The user answer (why}: to the system request:
enter lhe depth of the traditional wells (where a nu-
merical value is expected), is interpreted by the system
as: a user request has been made to the "teaching
module" (why may be entered at any moment during
the dialog). The current goal and a variable related to
the user model are carried on by the tasks and are
used by the teaching module to determine the appro-
priate explanation messages.

Finally, the user sentence: </ need somebody's
help} (or any sentence having the same meaning) is
interpreted by the system as: the user needs to access
the on line documentation!

The system is able to help the user in two ways.
Each time a task queries the interface module services,
a short explanation of the type of answer expected by
the system is displayed to the user in an on-line help
window. However the user also may call explicitly the
on-line editor by a help query at any time, and in this
way access the complete detailed documentation
stored by the system in a database. The database is
loaded in the heap area of the main memory, which
may be reallocated for other purposes. This is an
economical memory management strategy. The basic
vocabulary used by HYDROLAB for the natural
language processing is stored in an ASCII database,
and may be modified or updated if necessary. The
description and representation of the grammar used
by HYDROI.AB is internal to the system and cannot
be modified or accessed at the user level.

THE CONTROL PANEL MODULE

When a task makes a request to the interface mod-
ule, a main side effect is to update a control panel that
displays the current state of the expert system (as was
done by the update.control panel call of Fig. 3). The
panel shows the depth and the branching factor of the
search tree, the current goal, and subgoal pursued by
the system, the current rule fired from the conflict set
and the number of solutions so far encountered.
When the control is passed to the inference module,
the user may ask for a step-by-step reasoning and
discover each rule or action applied, and the level of
success encountered by the system when attempting to
schedule it.

Each task activated by the scheduler, and each rule
fired by the task, updates a global Prolog structure of
type panel stored in the blackboard. The current state
of this structure is displayed in the panel window; it is
achieved by means of a specialized part of the inter-
face module. When the reasoning process is running,
the user can visualize the activity of the system as the
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inference module queries the services of this subpart
of the Interface Module.

AN OUTLOOK ON THE HYDROLAB SCREEN

The IIYDROLAB screen is composed of three
areas. The first, an interactive window is devoted to
lhe dialog with the user; the second is used to switch
from a help window to a reasoning window where the
system displays lhe heading of the current rule fired,
and the third area is the control panel described in the
previous section. The on-line documentation is
accessed by a full-screen editor which can be popped
at any time over an active screen. The results are
displayed through other windows with specialized
templates. Figure 8 is an English reconstruction of the
startup screen, showing the answer given by the sys-
tem to a teaching request.

A working session with HYDROLAB appeals to
the user (apart from the system's ultimate objectives),
because of its ability to explain its own reasoning,
understand a natural language dialog, explain its ap-
proach, and to visualize its internal state at any given
time.

HYDROIAB-WHAT FOR?

HYDROI.AIÎ is a practical tool for the following
reasons:

— a specialist who needs support on fieldwork
when facing an unusual problem that requires
a large amount of comparative data, and adap-
ted inference mechanisms to match the obser-
ved data with the references stored in many
databases. In this situation the system acts as in
a fuzzy automatic-classification system, except
thai. IIYDROLAB is able to elaborate a gen-
eric solution from concepts of a high symbolic
level and to work on a set of fully integrated
database of Prolog objects with the expert sys-
tem.

— a specialist who wishes to forecast some of the
hydrodynamic properties of the future drillhole
according to a large sel of heuristic and nu-
merical data. The numerical data manipulated
by HYDROLAB may be the result of a statisti-
cal processing of the primary data. HYD-
ROLAB includes some of the statistical results
obtained by Detay (1987), many of them being
related closely to heuristic criteria (as, for ex-
ample, the foreseeable delivery of a drillhole
equipped with a pump).

— a student who is learning the strategies of vil-
lage water-supply programs. The system is able
to explain the steps followed during the reason-
ing, and can be used to teach the hydrogeologi-
cal step.

— any decision-maker who needs advice in order
to increase his success rate.

The system is being used currently by GEOLAB in
order to increase the percentage of productive drill-
holes in North Cameroon (Detay and others, 1986a,
1986b). Complete databases have been developed in
this context and will be extended to other countries in
order to handle a larger set of applications. North
Cameroon is itself a large area (155,000 km2), and
includes many different structural and geological con-
texts.

EXAMPLE OF HYDROLAB USER SESSION

Here is included a simplified example of a session
in order to give the reader an idea on lhe implementa-
tion of the system's hydrogeological approach. A user
session normally lasts for 20 min and the number of
questions asked ranges from 75 to 200 according to
the complexity of the problem to be solved.

To make this session understandable, and refer-
ring to the notations adopted for the windowing sys-
tem (HI, H2, H3) for Figure 8, we use the following

Interactiva window of th« Expert System

My name is HYDROLAB

My domain, is the water supply in North Cameroon.

What it the X coordinate of the village ?< why >

-Help window or current reesoning-

The location of the well is important in order to determine the relevant

tasks. These tasks will be identified by the planner and pushed into the task

: liit. Then the scheduler will activate these tasks.

H1

H2

-Control Panel-

Number^of — States State,, number
5 5

Depth in search tres Current_gaal
5 tasks, list

Branch ing _tree-_ f actor
0

Current —context
Planner

Number^ of— Solutions
0

Rule Prob

624 sys

H3

Figure 8. English reconstruction of HYDROLAB screen at startup time. Different parts of windowing
system devoid lo specific logical functions arc referred to as HI, H2, H3. This notation will be reused in

section describing "Example of IIYDROLAB user session".
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symbols:

H.: means HYDROLAB and corresponds to
HI—the questions asked by the system (HI subwin-

dow),
H2d—the deductions made by the system (H2 sub-

window),
H2H—the Computer Assisted Learning answers

given by the system (H2 subwindow),
H2h—the help in entering the answers (H2 subwin-

dow),
H3—the state of the inference engine thanks to the

control panel (H3 subwindow),
HH—the on-line help function, where HH refers to

the full page display (full screen editor).
U.: means User and corresponds to the user's answers
made using the HI subwindow. They can be of several
types:

(D)—numerical data,
(Y/N)—answer yes or no,
(NL)— answers in natural language,
(W)—questions asked to the system as: Why and

CAL function,
(H)— help requested,
(B)—backtrack: for example if the user has made a

mistake and would like to go back to the
question where the error is located.

In all situations, the possible answer is put into
brackets, followed by the selected answer in the given
example of the session.
C : indicates comments designed to either explain the
system's approach or the ins and outs of the questions
asked, and so on. The following font will be used.

As the H3 subwindow contains nine subasscmblies
(Fig. 8), we decided not to detail its contents, in order
not to make this example considerably heavy. We
have not presented the Help function either which
includes several do/ens of screens. The backtrack
function has not been presented either; it is possible to
go back at any time on any type of question asked
previously.

C. At the beginning of the session, the system tries first
to define the general environmental conditions: geo-
graphical, geological, hydrological, climatic, mor-
phological, and so on.

H.IU : What is the longitude of the village (X coor-
dinate)?
H2h:I expect a numeric value in degrees and mi-
nutes

U. (D/W/H):12°23'
H.HI :What is the latitude of the village (Y coor-

dinate)?
H2h:l expect a numeric value in degrees and
minutes

U.(D/W/H):10°40'
H.HI :What is the altitude of the village (Z coor-

dinate)?
H2h : I expect a numeric value in meters

U.(D/W/H):450.
H.HI :Did you perform photo-interpretation?

H2h: Enter your answers in natural language
U.(Y/N/W/H):Ycs
II.HI :Can you see faults on the aerial views?
U. (Y/N/W/H):Yes
H.HI:Main fault trend?

H2h:The answer must be entered in relation to the
North on the basis of 360°
U. (D/W/H):47
H.HI:Other fault trend?
U (Y/N):Yes .

H.HI:Main fault trend?
H2h :The answer must be entered in relation to the
North on the basis of 360°

U. (D?W/H):123
H.HI:Other fault trend?
U. (Y/N):No .
H.HI : Describe the fault state and quantify the fault

network.
H2h: Enter your answers in natural language

U. (NL/W/H/B): there are several faults over kil-
ometers in the village area

H.H2d: Fault state valid and stored
H2d : Fault density valid and stored

H.I II : Considering the important fracturing, do you
know if there are any nodal points near the village?

U. (Y/N/W/!l/BJ:No
H.H1 :Do you have precise indications on the lithol-

°gy?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Ycs
H.H] [Describe the lithological blocks observed, one

after the other, with their characteristics.
H2h: Enter your answers in natural language

U. (NL/W/H/B): after analysis of the aerial views, the
village is situated in a crystalline block. It has to be
noted on the geological map the presence of gra-
nitic rocks with alkali feldspar dating back from
the Cambrian era

H.H2d: name of rock valid
H2d:age of rock valid
H2d: valid texture characteristics
H2d:as far as I can see, you arc in the "basement
context"

H.H] :Do you know the pluviometry of the area con-
cerned?

U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Why?
H.H2h : The pluviométrie data correlated with the size

of the watershed, the field and geomorphological
data, give an idea of the portion of infiltrated water
and thus of the aquiferous possibilities in the re-
gion.

H.H I : Do you know the pluviometry of the area con-
cerned?

U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Yes
H.HI : What is the average pluviometry in the area?

H2h:l expect a numeric value in mm
U. (D/W/H):900
H.HI : What is the geomorphological context?

H2h: Enter your answers in natural language
U.(NI.,/W/H/B): the village is at the bottom of a mass-

if
H.H2d:You are in a mountainous region
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H.Hl:What is the size of the watershed upstream
from the village?
H2h:T expect a numeric value in km2

U. (D/W/H):12
H.HI : Is there a brook in the area concerned'?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Ycs
H.H 1 : For how many months per year does it flow?

H2h:I expect a numeric value in months
U. (D/W/H):8
H.H 1 : How far is it from the village?

H2h: I expect a numeric value in km
U. (D/W/H): 0.4
H.HI : According to you what is its hydrogeological

importance?
H2h: Enter your answers in natural language

U.(NL/W/H/B):the brook is near the village, it is
certainly of major importance

H.H2d : Consequently, I consider the brook as playing
an important part

H.H 1 : Considering the importance of the brook, do
you have its detailed characteristics?

C. If you answered yes, the system would have tried to
know the degree of inclinât ion of the stream, the size
of its channel, the aspect of the bed, and so on. All
this information will enable an estimation of the
possible supply of the underground water flow from
the underflow sheet of the brook.

H.HI :Can you give the difference of altitude between
the stream bed and the village?

C. The system understood that the village is in the
basement zone. It also knows that the decompressed
and fractured ume of the basement is generally 30 m
deep. It tries to know the difference of altitude
between the village and the brook. This parameter
will enable it to estimate the possible supply of the
decompressed zone of the basement under the vill-
age.

U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Yes
H.H 1 : What is the difference in level?

H2h : I expect a numeric value in m
U. (D/W/H):5
H.H 1: During the dry season, do the villagers dig

catch basins in the brook?

C The system tries to estimate the possible supply of
the basement decompressed zone in the dry season.

U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Ycs
H.HI :How deep arc these catch basins?

H2h : I expect a numeric value in m
U. (D/W/H): 1.2
H.H 1 : Arc they supplied during the entire dry season?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Yes

C. The catch basins supplied in the dry season show the

presence of a perennial underflow sheet. The latter
supplies the decompressed zone of the underlying
basement. Thus, the system has identified a deter-
mining hydrogeological element.

H.HI .Did you carry out a field study?

C. The system asks this question but cannot make any
relevant recommendation if this field study has not
been carried out. HYDRO LA B is designed as afield
system.

U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Yes
H.HI :Do field studies give more information on the

lithology?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Yes
H.HI : Describe the lithological blocks you identified

H2h:Enter your answers in natural language
U.(NL/W/H/B): there are gneiss outcrops intersected

by quartz sills
H.H2d : Name of rock valid

H2d:I acknowledge the presence of metamorphic
rocks in the given series

H.H 1 : Can you give the current water supply (wells,
springs, catch basins, drillings)?

U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Yes
H.H 1 : Are there traditional wells?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Ycs
H.HI : Describe the characteristics of the wells one

after the other
HI tradit ional well 1, depth?
H2h: I expect a numeric value in m

U. (D/W/H): 17
H.HI :Is it supplied all year or sometimes dry?

H2h: Enter your answers in natural language
U. (NL/W/H/B):this well does not run dry in the dry

season
H.H 1 : What is the static level of this well?

H2h: I expect a numeric value in m
U. (D/W/H): 16.65
H.HI : Are there other traditional wells?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):No
H.HI : Are there modern wells?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):No
H.H 1 : Arc there drillings previous to the current cam-

paign?

U. (Y/N/W/H/B):No
H.HI :Did you carry out a geophysical surveying?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Yes
H.HliWhat is the depth of the infinite resistance

level?
H2h : I expect a numeric value in m

C. Considering we are talking about the basement, the
system tries to estimate the thickness of the sa-
prolite reservoir.

U. (D/W/H): 19
H.H2d: Therefore, I consider this value as the

geophysical thickness of the basement hanging
wall.
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H.HI : Are there local anomalies in the thickness of
the hanging wall?

C. The geophysical surveying makes it possible to draw
a map of the basement hanging wall. One then can
locate areas with higher alteration which can be
correlated with fractured zones.

U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Ycs
H.HI :Can these anomalies be correlated with faults

observed on the aerial views?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Ycs
H.HI : Are these anomalies near the brook?
U. (Y/N/W/H/B):Ycs
H.HI :What is the resistance of the hanging wall in

the area concerned?
H2h:l expect a numeric value in ohm/m

C. The value of the hanging wall resistance coupled
with the thickness enables the calculation of the
overall longitudinal conductance which is a way of
estimating the aquiferous potentialities of the area.

U. (D/W/H):25 .
H.H 1 : Do you want to carry out a step-by-step reas-

oning?

C. The step-by-step reasoning allows the user to visual-
ize the inferences carried out by the system (subwin-
dow system 1/3) and to understand the expert's
reasoning.

V. (Y/N/H):No

C. The system then goes through the inference cycle. It
analyses the data set described by the user.
Therefore it uses its analogical database. There may
be several situations:
— either it locates a similar context in its analogi-
cal database, it then will make recommendations for
the implementation of the drilling and determine the
analogical type situations
— or it does not locate any similar situations to the
described context in its analogical database. The
system then will evaluate the missing data, plan its
approach again, and ask the user a set of questions
which may lead to the solution.

We have not presented the replanning phase as in
all situations it is too long and extensive. After replan-
ning, the system tries to locate an analogical solution
then jumps to the generic solutions and finally makes
all its recommendations in relation to implemen-
tation. It will use a certain number of mathematical
functions to evaluate the nature of the risk, the per-
centage of chances to have a positive drilling, the
average yield and the average specific yield predict-
able in the said context (Detay, 1987).

For the described session, a simplified report of the
system's recommendations is:
H.Hd 3lO:The village is in a basement environment.

Hd 425 ; The size of the watershed considering the
pluviometry seems sufficient.

Hd 565: The presence of a brook near the village
must be considered.
Hd365:The alteration thickness is satisfactory.
Hd 450 : The nature and the importance of the frac-
tures are favourable.
Hd 820 : The water supply is indeed moderate.
Hd 850: The conductance values lead to predict a
water logged bed in the hanging wall of the frac-
tured zone.
Hd 235: The presence of a fractured zone must be
considered.
Hd 655: Locate the drilling on the fractured zone,
in declivous zone if possible and near the brook.
Hd 495 : The drilling must also consider the decom-
pressed zone of the crystalline basement.
Hd 960 : Your percentage of success in relation to a
statistical study on 1080 drillings in North Came-
roon is estimated at 86%.
Hd 965 : The average specific yield which is statistic-
ally predictable in relation to a statistical study on
1080 drillings in North Cameroon is estimated at
0.16mVh/m.
Hd 970: The average statistical yield deduced in
relation to a statistical study on 1080 drillings in
North Cameroon and the conductance, is esti-
mated at 2.9 m'/h.

C. The type examples of analogical solutions then are
displayed. In the selected example:

H. Type case Manawatchi—Département: Mayo
Sava—Arrondissement: Mora.
H. Type case Doleré—Departement: Bénoué—Arr-
ondissement: Pitoa.

C. The number of type examples is related to the im-
portance of the analogical database, which can be
undated with a simple text editor as the drilling
works progress. Similarly for a generic solution, a
message indicates that the solution is derived from
un analysis by IIYDROLAB of the described con-
text only referring to rules without standard drill-
ings.

CONCLUSIONS

HYDROLAB is a practical system running on
microcomputers that includes many features usually
available only with expert-system shells on main-
frames. Its architecture is modular and flexible and
allows the substitution of packages of static know-
ledge, as the system is able to operate on various data
belonging to different geographical areas or even to
different countries. Because it has to run on a personal
computer, the system is compact and docs not include
generic tools such as an object-oriented editor or a
specific-rule language. We focused our efforts de-
veloping a powerful and reflexive control structure,
on completely integrating domain-related databases
into the expert-system inference mechanisms, and on
building a natural language interface (including
powerful explanation capabilities and backtracking
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strategies), and an efficient fuzzy matching mechan-
ism.

The fuzzy reasoning achieved by HYDROLAB is
improved by the dynamic task scheduling and by the
double-pass model of control which is able to focus
the system's attention on pertinent data. In the worst
situations, where the matching fails for the many
databases available, the system is able to elaborate an
original solution based on abstract hydrogeological
concepts; this is termed a generic solution, as it does
not correspond to any observed real situation. Fi-
nally, the system includes the synthesis of a large
amount of statistical processing for the North Came-
roon area, and is able to forecast, according to nu-
merical models and hcuristical parameters, some of
the drillhole characteristics, and to give an estimate of
foreseeable successes.

In the near future, the spread of cheap powerful
computers, based on the generation of the Intel 80386
or Motorola 68020 chips, will reduce the challenging
hardware limitations encountered in this project and
will contribute to the success of this expert-system
approach to the water-supply problem in developing
countries. This will lead to a considerable reduction in
the cost of studies, thanks to the training and the
increased involvement of African experts in the de-
velopment of their countries' water resources. Artifi-
cial Intelligence therefore should be able to help solve
the water problem in Africa, especially within the
scope of programs for village water supplies.
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